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Introduction

● Convolution-free, transformer-based multi-modal architecture that takes 
video, audio, and text as high-resolution inputs



Related Work - Self-Supervised Learning

Source: NeurIPS 2021 talk on Transformers for Multimodal Self Supervised Learning from Raw Video, Audio and Text



Related Work - Transformers for Representation Learning

Source: NeurIPS 2021 talk on Transformers for Multimodal Self Supervised Learning from Raw Video, Audio and Text



Motivation

● Very few works on Video, Audio, and Text
● Very few works on audio using transformers at the time of VATT 

submission
● Previous methods

○ Require ad hoc network designs that prevent weight sharing
○ Computationally intensive and require low-res inputs
○ Require heavy data pre-processing



Background - MMV Networks

● Inspiration for VATT’s architecture. Aside from ConvNet backbone being 
replaced by transformers, VATT is identical.
○ Self-Supervised Multimodal Networks by Alayrac et al. (2017, last updated 2020) 
○ https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.16228

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.16228


Method

● Two versions of VATT, one with modality-specific weights and one with 
modality-agnostic weights. Architecture is still modality-agnostic between 
both versions.

● Both support high-res, raw inputs that require minimal to no data 
pre-processing



Method - Modality-specific weights VATT



Method - Modality-agnostic weights VATT



Method - Modality-agnostic weights VATT

● Modality-specific patch + projection-dense layer is utilized for each raw 
input, mapping to sequence of vectors

● AGG is learnable embedding of a special aggregation token used for 
representing an entire sequence

● Novelty of MA version is that transformer encoder is shared



Method - Additional details

● Patching
○ Split into grid of patches or use sliding window → apply linear projection → obtain 

sequence of vectors
○ For text, perform tokenization → map each word into one hot encoding → projection → 

obtain sequence of vectors

Source: NeurIPS 2021 talk on Transformers for Multimodal Self Supervised Learning from Raw Video, Audio and Text



Method - Additional Details

● Contrastive Estimation
○ Map each modality into common space, such as video and audio, before using 

Noise-Contrastive Estimation (NCE) for loss
○ Approach based on MMV networks paper: for text, extra projection is utilized such that 

each video clip has more than one positive text sample
■ Video and audio have same semantic granularity, but text needs this extra projection 

when paired with audio and video



Method - DropToken

● Randomly drop a portion of the input (e.g., 50% rate), before being fed into 
the transformer
○ Results in minimal performance decrease for a quadratic computation reduction

■ Transformers have quadratic computational complexity O(n^2) 
● Enables high-res inputs for both pre-training and fine-tuning



Experimental Setup

● HowTo100M datasets
○ 120M narrated video clips
○ 23K human activities
○ From YT

● AudioSet
○ 2M sound-event video clips
○ 527 sound events
○ Also from YT



Experimental Setup

● No labels are used
● Only video and audio pairs, or text and video pairs. 

○ For audio scenario, no text and zeroes are fed in place of input text



Experimental Setup

● Video Input
○ 32x224x224 @ 10 fps -> 3.2s / clip
○ Random cropping, resizing, and flipping
○ Color augmentation

● Audio
○ 3.2 * 48K audio samples
○ Added random Gaussian noise

● Text
○ Word tokenization
○ Clipped to 16 tokens



Experimental Setup

● Optimization
○ Adam optimizer is utilized
○ Base LR of 1e-4
○ Warmup for 10K steps
○ Anneal learning rate to 5e-5
○ Batch size = 2048
○ 500K steps total
○ Distributed training on 256 TPUs

■ 3 days on TPU V3



Evaluation Tasks

● Video Action Recognition
○ HMDB51, UCF101, Kinetics400, Kinetics600, Moments in Time

● Audio Event Classification
○ ESC50, AudioSet

● Image Classification
○ ImageNet

● Zero-shot Video Retrieval
○ YouCook2, MSR-VTT

● Evaluated using just plain transformers with self-supervised pre-training



Results - Note

● For modality-specific, separate model sizes are used (audio and text always are base 
and small respectively)

● Modality-agnostic (VATT-MA) always uses the medium model 



Results

● Set new records for VAR in 
Kinetics 400, Kinetics 600, 
and Moments in Time
○ Even MA method gives 

decent results



Results

● Set new records for audio 
event classification
○ Based on raw waveform
○ MA also outperforms SOTA 

on multi-label classification



Results

● Comparable image classification 
results
○ Treat image as one-frame 

video
○ Video pre-training using 

HowTo100M



Results

● Zero-shot also had 
comparable results



Additional observations/results

● t-SNE Visualization
○ Each extracted feature is 

given a 3D datapoint
○ MS and MA are fine-tuned 

rather than trained from 
scratch



Additional observations/results

● Representations slightly more mixed together in MA
● VATT still able to separate out positive and negative pairs as per output



Additional observations/results

● GeLU (Gaussian Error 
Linear Unit) activations in 
all nodes of the MA model
○ Model eventually treats all 

modalities as the same



Additional observations/results

● Minimal changes in 
performance when utilizing 
DropToken



Conclusion

● First end-to-end multimodal transformer with raw inputs
● Self-supervised pre-training
● Modality-agnostic transformer backbone for multimodal learning
● DropToken introduced (regularization method)
● SOTA performance in some downstream tasks (VAR and Audio Events)
● Prototype for end-to-end multimodal foundation models at scale



Discussion Questions

● Would VATT be able to perform well enough when all three modalities are 
used for the evaluation of some downstream task?

● Is there value in methods like DropToken when the initial computational 
cost of transformer models is so high?


